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ABSTRACT

It has been suggested that Mexican investors were the “front-runners” in the peso

crisis of December 1994, turning pessimistic before international investors. Different

expectations about their own economy, perhaps due to asymmetric information, prompted

Mexican investors to be the first ones to leave the country. This paper investigates

whether data from three Mexican country funds provide evidence that supports the

“divergent expectations” hypothesis. We find that, right before the devaluation, Mexican

country fund Net Asset Values (driven mainly by Mexican investors) dropped faster than

their prices (driven mainly by foreign investors). Moreover, we find that Mexican NAVS

tend to Granger-cause the country fund prices. This suggests that causality, in some sense,

flows from the Mexico City investor community to the Wall Street investor community.





CountryFundDiscountsandthe MexicanCrisisof December1994:
DidLocalResidentsTurnPessimisticBeforeInternationalInvestors?

Jeffrey A. Frankel and Sergio L. Schrnuklerl

I. Introduction

“The available data show that the pressure on Mexico’s foreign exchange

reserves during 1994, and in particular just prior to the devaluation, came not

from theflight offoreign investors, butfrom Mexican residents. ”

— International Capital Markets,

International Monetary Fund, 1995.

“YOUstate that ‘the first to jlee were not fickle foreign investors but well-

informed Mexicans. I have yet to see a serious methodology that in effect

distinguishes between national andforeign por~olio investors. ”

— Letter to the Editor, The Economist, (11/11/95),

Jaime Serra, Former Mexican Finance Minister.

1The authorsare respectively:professorand graduatestudentat the Departmentof Economics,
Universityof Californiaat Berkeley.The paper was finished while Sergio Schmuklerwas an
Intern in the Division of InternationalFinance, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System.We would like to thank BradfordDe Long, CarmenReinhart,Richard Lyons,Maurice
Obstfeld, Thomas Rothenberg,and the participants of internationalfinance seminars at the
Federal Reserve Board, the IMF Research Departmentand the NBER Summer Institute for
helpful commentsand suggestions.We also thank Charles Kramer and R. Todd Smith, of the
IMF ResearchDepartment,and DonaldCassidy,of LipperAnalytical,for the countryfund data.
However,no one besides us is responsiblefor any remainingerrors. This paper representsthe
viewsof the authorsand shouldnot be interpretedas reflectingthoseof the Board of Governors
of the Federal Reserve System or other membersof its staff. E-mailaddressesof the authors:
frankel@econ.berkeley.eduand sergio@econ.berkeley.edu.



The Mexican crisis in December 1994 posed a question regarding how

international financial markets work, among many others. It has been suggested that

domestic residents were “closer to information” and thus had better, or at least different,

expectations about local economic events in the pre-crisis period. The International

Monetary Fund (IMF) in its annual Capital Markets Report (1995) expresses the view that

“...resident investors in emerging market countries tend to be front-runners in a currency

crisis. ..”

assets in

massive

(page 7). Under this hypothesis, local investors led the stampede out of Mexican

December 1994

capital flight at

much as they had done in the earlier crisis of

a time when U.S. banks were still pouring

1982 (engaging in

money into Latin

America).

Three Mexican closed-end country funds have been established as vehicles to hold

Mexican equities. They are the Mexico Fund (MXF), Mexico Equity and Income Fund

(MXE), and Emerging Mexico Fund (MEF). The first one was established in 1981, and

the other two in 1990. They offer a valuable opportunity to study the dynamics of the

crisis.z

The Net Asset Values

constituency equities, evaluated

(NAVS) of the funds are the aggregate value of the

at local market prices, though translated into U.S. dollars.

2Countryfunds are ideallysuitedto help investigateseveralquestions.As a secondconcern,the
crisis also generated new interest in the contagion effects of crises. In the present paper we
concentrateon the “asymmetricinformation”hypothesis,while we study contagionin Frankel
andSchmukler(1996).
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If markets were perfectly efficient and internationally integrated, then the price of the fund

would be equal to the NAV. However this is not the case. We argue that the price of the

country fund, which is traded on Wall Street, reflects relatively better the information and

expectations held by international investors, while the NAV, which is determined in Mexico

City, reflects relatively better the information and expectations held by local investors. In

other words, the country fund discount, which is the percentage difference between the two

prices, reflects the relative optimism of domestic versus international. A large discount

indicates that domestic residents have relatively more favorable expectations. A premium

indicates that foreigners have relatively more favorable expectations. The present paper

focuses on what might variously be called the hypothesis of “divergent sentiments,”

“heterogeneous expectations,” “asymmetric information,” or “closeness to information.”3

Anticipating the most interesting fact in this paper, Figures 1-3 plot Mexican fund

prices, NAVS and percentage discounts before the devaluation. They appear to support the

claim of the IMF (1995), that Mexican investors were the front-runners in the crisis. The

NAVS in Mexico City fell sharply relative to prices in New York in December 1994. In

3Frankel(1994b,p.254)containeda warning,basedon premiain suchcountryfund prices,that a
repeatof the 1982crisismightbe comingin LatinAmerica:

“Fluctuationsin the premiumof the U.S.priceof the fundoverthe net assetvaluecouldbe
a measureof fluctuationsin the differencein expectationsof U.S. versus local investors.
For most of these funds this premiumhas been higher (or the discounthas been lower)
during the period 1990-1992than during the precedingthree years, suggestingbullish
sentimenton the part of foreigninvestors....Mexicoand Brazilshowa clearlyhigherlevel
of relativeU.S. investorconfidencein the threeyearsfrom 1990...If our interpretationof
the data is correct, that they representthe confidenceof U.S. investorsrelative to local
investors,these four graphs suggesta possiblereplay of the period leadingup to 1982,
whenLatinAmericanresidentsturnedpessimisticregardingtheirowncountrieswhileU.S.
bankswerestillbullish.”

The samepointwasmadein Frankel(1994a,p.17).
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Figure 2, the decline began two weeks before the devaluation. This seems to constitute the

sort of evidence the existence of which was questioned by Jaime Serra in the quote at the

head of this paper.

Section II looks at

fund prices in New York,

the long-run and short-run relationships between the Mexican

on the one hand, and the NAVS of their portfolios in Mexico

City, on the other. Its purpose is to explain the behavior of discounts in the short run and

long run, given the barriers to arbitrage that must exist. We also explain how the

“divergent expectations” hypothesis is a useful complement to the “investor sentiments”

and the “loss-aversion” models of country funds suggested by earlier researchers. Section

III investigates whether the evidence is consistent with the “divergent expectations”

hypothesis.

II. Short-RunandLong-RunBehaviorof CountryFundDiscounts.

a) Country Fund Discounts. Existing Hypotheses:

A closed-end country fund (hereinafter country fund) consists of a fixed number

of shares that are invested in a set of stocks from a particular country. Unlike open-end

funds, once the fund is established new shares cannot be issued, while existing shares

cannot be redeemed. Investors willing to buy or sell country-fund shares need to trade

them on secondary security markets. Country funds are traded in New York at their U.S.

4



dollar price. As already noted, if markets were efficient, frictionless, and perfectly

integrated internationally, the price of a fund should be equal to its NAV - which is the

sum of the U.S. dollar market value of the individual equities at the home country. In

practice, however, this is seldom the case. The gaps between prices and NAVS are both

large and variable. . ,..

;, c . . .. -. .-. . ,.’. . -.

It is well known that country funds, as well as domestic closed-end funds, trade at

an average discount. Discounts are equal to log(NAVt/pricet). Various papers, such as.,

Hardouvelis. La Porta and Wizman (1994), Diwan, Errunza and Senbet (1993, 1994) and

Lee,.and Shleifer and Thaler (1991), document that domestic and country fund discounts

are large, and also different from zero on

suggested to explain this phenomenon. Any

a~erage. Several hypotheses have been

explanation must include the existence of

market frictions that prevent perfect arbitrage. Frictions may be caused by various factors

such as transaction costs, illiquidity of assets, capital gains tax liabilities, risks involved

in the arbitrage process, and barriers to capital movements.

Hardouvelis, La Porta and Wizman (1994) test the “investor sentiment”

hypothesis for the case of closed-end country funds. They argue that country funds are a

better indicator of investor sentiments than domestic closed-end funds. “Sentiments” here

refer to generalized optimistic or pessimistic animal spirits, not based on fundamentals. h

the case of holdings of American equities, a change in U.S. investors’ sentiments is

reflected in both U.S. NAVS and U.S. fund prices. On the other hand, in the case of



holdings of emerging market equities, a change in U.S. investors’ sentiments is reflected

only in country fund prices, and not in their local NAVS (the prices of their underlying

assets that are traded in each particular country). In other words, the co-movements of

country funds are more likely to reflect U.S. investors’ sentiments, since the underlying

assets of each of the funds are located in different countries with less common factors.

The changes in country fund NAVS more likely reflect changes in each particular market.

Hardouvelis et al. find evidence that the noise trader model is consistent with the

existence of country fund discounts. Once cross-border restrictions are taken into account,

they find that country funds trade at an average discount. U.S. investors, who mainly set

funds’ prices, tend to underestimate the fundamental value of the funds. While our

interpretation has something in common with Hardouvelis et al., we believe that the fund

prices capture U.S. investor sentiment with respect to the country in question, rather than

diffuse undifferentiated bullishness.

Kramer and Smith (1995) challenge the investor sentiment hypothesis. Mexican

funds and other Latin American funds turned from discounts to premia after the Mexican

devaluation in December 1994. They claim that the investor sentiment hypothesis can

only justi~ these prernia by suggesting that international investors were optimistic about

Latin America after the devaluation. Since optimism at that time seems implausible, they

propose an alternative

evidence of loss-averse

explanation. They hypothesize that the

investors. When fund prices fell after the

..

observed premia are

devaluation, investors



did not want to realize paper losses on their closed-end fund shares. They were willing to

pay a premium for the country funds, even though they were pessimistic about these

funds. They were not willing to sell when prices fell, because the marginal disutility of a

loss is relatively high for loss-averse investors. Our response to the ~amer-smith

argument is that the post-crisis premia are consistent with pessimism by foreign investors,

provided that Mexican investors turned pessimistic faster.

b) Reconciliation of Hypotheses Regarding Country Fund Discounts: ~

. ,, 0

First, reasoning from the observed fact of wide disparities between prices and

NAVS, we infer that arbitrage is not automatic. It is important to realize that in practice it

is virtually impossible in this setting to engage in pure (riskless) arbitrage. The following

summary sheds some light on why one perhaps should not expect perfect arbitrage. It

describes a set of possible “arbitrage” strategies where each one has its own serious

limitation. In addition, there exist general limitations to all of the strategies. The chart

shows that arbitrage may be not only risky but also sometimes infeasible. Most of these

general limitations have been pointed out in previous studies, such as Diwan, Errunza and

Senbet (1993), Errunza (1991), and Hardouvelis et al. (1994).



“Arbitra~e” Strategies:

1) Large outside investor could
buy entire fund and liquidate.

2) Fund manager could convert
to an open-end fund, generating
an immediate capital gain to
share-holders.

3) Individual investors could
buy the fund and sell individual
shares short.

4) Individual international
investors will have a lower
demand for local shares
than they would otherwise,
and investors will have a
higher demand for the
country fund than they
would otherwise.

Particular Limitations:

1‘) Requires that investor has a lot
of capital, and that the local market
is so liquid that large sales do not
drive the prices down.

2’) It maybe difficult to get all of
the necessary parties to agree to
open-end it. If the manager wanted
to deal with fluctuating inflows
and redemptions, requiring new
investments or liquidations, she
would have started an open-end
fund in the frostplace.

3’) Short-selling is difficult (or
even prohibited) in many of these
markets, especially if it means
trying simultaneously to sell short
a large number of holdings.

4’) This factor (like number 3)
will indeed put downward pressure
on local share prices and upward
pressure on country fund prices;
but there is no reason to think the
influence should be great enough
to eliminate the price disparity.
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General Limitations to All Strategies:

a) Markets may be illiquid. For example, Vanguard (1995) notes that a country’s
entire market value, or capitalization, maybe less than that of a single large U.S.
company. In many countries, the shares held by the country funds constitute a
large fraction of the shares outstanding. Some shares turn over infrequently.

b) Exchange rate risks are involved, since country funds are traded in U.S. dollars
while the individual shares are traded in each country’s currency.

c) Markets do not trade at the same time, making simultaneous transactions
sometimes infeasible.

d) Transaction costs are larger than in standard U.S. securities markets. For
instance, Vanguard estimates that overall transaction costs for buying a basket
of emerging market stocks are expected to be over 270.

e) In some countries there still exist barriers to capital movement.

The series of obstacles to arbitrage imply that expected discounts are different

from zero. More properly, the observed fact of these disparities implies that the obstacles

must exist. Even though perfect arbitrage is not to be expected, a large enough NAV-

price difference should generate some kind of arbitrage. We suggest that discounts

fluctuate inside bands before prompting much arbitrage activity. If discounts move below

or above the band, rational investors will seek to profit from the NAV-price difference

because the expected gains are substantial.

Given that barriers to arbitrage exist, partially segmenting the markets, the price in

Mexico must reflect relatively more closely the asset demands of Mexican residents, and



that in New York the demands of foreign residents. It follows that, to whatever extent

Mexican investors have different expectations from foreign investors, the country fund

discount will to a degree reflect the difference in expectations.

Discounts appear to be mean-reverting. Therefore shocks have larger effects in the

short run than in the long run.4 Some of the limitations to arbitrage, such as market

illiquidity and exchange rate risk, explain the limited speed of mean reversion. Since it

takes time to find buyers in local markets for large blocks of stocks, without pushing

down the price. the short run may display large gaps. Over a longer horizon, buyers can

be found, and discounts shrink. Moreover returns are more uncertain in turbulent periods

than in periods of tranquility, allowing discounts to deviate from their long-run

equilibrium level.

The dynamics of discounts can be summed up in the following way. There exists a

stationary long-run relationship between each price and its NAV. Given a constant

average discount, an innovation

the fund’s price in the long run.

only partially transmitted to its

inthefund’sNAV is expected to be fully transmitted to

On the other hand, a change in a NAV is expected to be

price, changing the average short-run discount. In other

words, the short-run elasticity of price with respect to NAV is expected to be less than

one, while the long-run elasticity is expected to be close to one.

4 Tests of stationarity in discounts are reported below, concludingthat discounts are mean-
revertingprocesses. Hardouveliset al. (1993)also find stationarydiscounts.
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The existing hypotheses (“investor sentiment” and “loss-aversion”) do not explain

the complete story. They partly explain the magnitude and persistence of the premia.

However, it remains to be understood why NAVS and prices reacted in different ways to

the Mexican crisis. These hypotheses do not predict why discounts turned into premia

around the time of the Mexican devaluation. This paper argues that different expectations,

on the part of Mexican vs. American

expectations hypothesis complements the

foresaw the crisis, NAVS fell first and/or

investors, may be present. The different

existing explanations. If Mexican investors

fell more rapidly than country fund prices.

Therefore, discounts turned into premia even though investors were pessimistic about

Mexico.

c) Empirical Testing:

In this subsection we estimate the short-run and long-run relationships between

the three Mexican prices and their respective NAVS.5We first determine the stationarity

of the series and the long-run relationships from the cointegrating vectors. Then we study

the short-run adjustment towards the long-run equilibrium by error-correction models.

The relationship between prices and NAVS, as well as that between discounts and

exchange rates are analyzed.

5The funds’descriptionsare detailedin Appendix1,as wellas the differencebetweenpricesand
NAVS.
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Unit root tests, displayed in Part a of Table 1, fail to reject that all prices and

NAVS are non-stationary in levels. The null hypothesis tested is that the level of the

variables contain a unit root. We perform three unit root tests, Weighted Symmetric,

Dickey-Fuller, and Phillips-Perron, to check robustness of the tests. The Weighted

Symmetric test tends to have higher power than the Dickey-Fuller one. The Phillips-

Perron test calculates a residual variance “robust” to autocomelation. The numbers of lags

used in each case have been determined by the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). Only

the t-statistics for the optimal number of lags are tabulated. The critical values used take

into account the finite sample properties. First differences of all the variables yield

stationary results although they are not reported.

Even though the levels of the series are non-stationary, there may exist stationary

linear combinations of them, called cointegrated vectors. Part b of Table 1 displays unit

root tests on discounts, testing whether discounts are stationary. In other words, we

restrict the cointegrating vectors to be (1, -l), and perform tests on their residuals. The

restrictions are not arbitrary; they are based in hypotheses of how prices are linked to

NAVS. Table 1 shows that two out of the three funds reject non-stationarity, according to

the Phillips-Perron test. When we include the exogenous dummy variables damexdev and

dpolstab, most of the tests yield stationarity. These variables control for events that

particularly drove the discounts away from their long-run relationships. In some cases

non-stationarity cannot be rejected, but these results may be due to not very powerful unit

root tests.

12



The variable dpolstab takes the value 1 the week that N~A was approved and

the week President Zedillo was elected. It takes the value -1 in the weeks that the markets

received bad political and economic news from Mexico, namely when the two political

(Colosio and Ruiz-Massieu) assassinations took place, the week of the Chiapas uprising,

and the week of the peso devaluation. Otherwise, it contains the value O.Therefore, this

variable

variable

controls for the good news and bad news shocks on the country funds. The

&mexdev takes the value 1 for the six months following the devaluation,

otherwise it takes the value O.

Table 2 reports the results from cointegration tests. In this case, we do not impose

any particular value for the cointegrating vector. (Even though we believe that the

constraints are justified on a priori grounds, we go through the cointegration tests because

some readers will expect to see them.) The table tabulates the Engle-Grangerb and the

Johansen-trace7 (maximum likelihood) cointegration tests along with the estimated

normalized cointegrating vectors. The cointegrating vectors are interpreted as the long-

run relationships between the variables. When no other variables are taken into account,

the Johansen test finds one cointegrating relationship for the fund MXF.8

GThe Engle-Grangercointegration tests is a Dickey-Fuller test on the residuals from the
cointegrationregression.
7The Johansen-tracealgorithmtests, in severalsteps, null hypothesesof n cointegratingvectors
againstalternativehypothesesof n+l cointegratingvectors.
8Whenother variablesare included,the Johansentests find cointegrationfor the fundsMEF and
MXE.In all of the cases it cannotbe rejectedthat only onecointegratingvectorexists.



We also test the hypothesis that the cointegrating vector between prices and

NAVS is (1, -l). We cannot tell that directly from the cointegrating vector, because of the

presence of nuisance parameters. Since the residuals are autoconelated, the fact that there

is cointegration is not sufficient to imply that the errors are i.i.d. Normal. As a

consequence, we need to correct the statistics so that they are asymptotically Normal. We

perform the correction, running two OLS regressions, according to the method of Stock

and Watson (1993). The usual t-statistic is multiplied by the first regression’s standard

error, and divided by the second regression standard error over 1 minus the

autocorrelation coefficients. Table 3 shows that two of the three funds cannot reject the

hypothesis that the cointegrating vector is (1, -l). A normalized coefficient of 1 implies,

as expected, that a change in the NAV is fully transmitted to its price

change in fundamentals, which shifts the NAV, ultimately shifts its

magnitude.

in the long run. A

price by the same

Once we have studied the cointegrating vectors, we calculate the speed of

adjustment towards the long-run relations. The speed of adjustment determines how much

time is necessary for the price to adjust to the long-run relationship with its NAV. In other

words, it expresses by how much prices adjust, in the short run, given a departure from

the long-run equilibrium. Since all the estimated speeds of adjustment are positive, a

discrepancy from the long-run equilibrium means an adjustment of the short-run values of

prices towards the long-run values.9

9The closer the speed of adjustmentis to zero. the slower the convergence.When the speed of
adjustmentis equal to 1,the convergenceis instantaneous.Note that the speedsof adjustmentare
definedas the negativeof the coefficientsthat appearin the tables.
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Tables 4 and 5 display different error-correction models, estimating the speed of

adjustment. The adjustment factors have been calculated by a seemingly unrelated

regressions (SUR), using the Engle-Granger two-step estimator.~”The first step yields

super-consistent estimators of the cointegrating vector. Therefore, efficient estimates are

obtained in the second step. The lagged residuds from the first step stand for the

deviations from the long-run relationships.

Table 4 assumes stationary long-run relationships between prices and NAVS.

However we allow the long-run relationships to differ across funds. A SUR is run in the

second step, constraining the adjustment factor to be the same for each fund. Assuming

that the constraint is valid, the second step yields efficient and unbiased estimators of the

error-correction model. The estimated adjustment coefficient is 0.15

statistically significant. However, notice that if indeed there is no

residuals are non-stationary, making the usual t-tests inappropriate.

per week, and is

cointegration, the

The above results show that adjusting to the long-run relationship may take some

time, especially in a period when successive shocks occur. These results can also be

looked at in a different light. Sudden gaps such as the one that in December 1994 opened

up in the Mexican funds may routinely and mechanically reflect the short-run impact of

changes in the exchange rate. After all, equities in Mexico City are priced in pesos and

the country funds in New York are priced in dollars. Hardouvelis et al. documented that

10See Banerjeeet al. (1994).



exchange rate changes have such effects on country funds in general. We can isolate the

effect associated with the exchange rate per se by estimating the normal relationship

between changes in the exchange rate and country fund discounts.

Results from table 5 also show that the Mexican devaluation of 1994 may have

been different from other exchange rate changes. It shows that changes in discounts can

be only partially explained by changes in the exchange rate. The dummy variable

&mexdev is negative and statistically significant, explaining the unusual premia observed

after the devaluation. In other words, the fall in the discount in December 1994 was

greater than would be expected from the magnitude of the devaluation and the usual

pattern associated with exchange rate changes. We interpret this as a loss in confidence

by Mexican investors (relative to U.S. investors). But, perhaps the most convincing piece

of evidence supporting this hypothesis was already evident in Figures 1-3: the change

came a few weeks before the devaluation. This supports the hypothesis that the change in

discounts was partly due to less optimistic Mexican investors, and not simply to the

devaluation itself.

In the second step, we do not constrain the adjustment coefficients to be the equal

to each other, in order to check how different they vary. The results displayed in Table 5

show that the short-run elasticities are not very different from the previous one. It takes

some time to go back to the long-run relationships. In this case, the coefficients vary from

1370to 22%, implying a half life of around 3 to 5 weeks.



In summary, the results show that it takes a few weeks for the short-run variables

to filly adjust to the long-run relationships, assuming that no new discrepancies arise.

Namely, shocks that drive prices and discounts away from their long-run relationships

have only a partial effect in the short run. If no new shocks occur, the prices and

discounts adjust at rates ranging from 13 to 22 percent of the gap each week. Since the

cointegrating coefficients for NAVS are close to one, a change in a NAV means that its

price will change by the same amount in the long run. Even after the initial devaluation,

on December 20, the discrepancy remained for several months, suggesting that Mexican

residents were more aware than foreigners of the negative implications of the crisis for

the Mexican economy.

III.WereNAVSandPricesDrivenby DivergentExpectations?

In the previous section we demonstrated mean-reversion in country fund

discounts. We also argued that the divergent expectations hypothesis helps explain the

prernia observed after the devaluation of December 1994. As the IMF capital markets

report argued, Mexican investors reacted first to economic and political local events, i.e.,

the Mexican investors were the front-runners in the devaluation. In the present section we

test that divergent expectations drive country fund NAVS and prices throughout the

sample period.
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First, the variables are plotted against time to observe the reactions of country

funds before the devaluation. Second, two econometric approaches are followed.

Granger-causality tests are computed to search for causality in the variables. Then, a

regression is calculated by SUR to obtain point estimates of how different prices and

NAVS are statistically related.

The plots of the three stocks contain some information about expectations.

Figures 1-3 show that both NAVS and prices went up, reflecting more positive

expectations from local and foreign investors when markets received good news about

Mexico. The two clearest cases are the N~A approval in November 1993 and

President Zedillo’s victory in the presidential election of August 1994.11Country funds

are sensitive to changes in sentiments and expectations.

As noted, the figures also show that both prices and NAVS started falling before

the devaluation in December 1994. Finally and crucially, the figures provide evidence of

divergent expectations before the devaluation. The MXE discount turned into premia a

week before the devaluation. In the case of the two other funds, MXF and MEF, both

NAVS and prices fell before the devaluation. However, NAVS fell much more rapidly,

showing that discounts started falling sharply before the devaluation.

11Such politicalevents had a statisticallysignificanteffect on Mexicaninterestrates duringthe
year and a halfprecedingthe crisis, as noted in FrankelandOkongwu(1996).
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As a first econometric approach, Granger-causality tests are estimated to

determine whether changes in NAVS preceded changes in prices, not just in December”

1994, but in general. We run the VAR process in first difference form, since the typical

Granger-causality test does not have its standard distribution when the variables are

1(1).12Four alternative hypotheses may be tested from these tests: prices Granger-cause

NAVS, NAVS

simultaneously

.

Granger-cause prices, neither of them cause the

determined. Table 6 shows the results.13 The table

other, or they are

and corresponding

Ilgure only report the cases where one-direction Granger-causality was found. Figure 4

displays the results in a different way. It indicates the causality relationships with arrows.

All three Mexican NAVS Granger-cause one of

both within Mexico and within New York, the

other funds.

the three prices in New York. Moreover,

biggest Mexican fund, MXF, affects the

The arrow sizes of Figure 4 have been chosen in an arbitrary but readily-perceived

way. The thick arrow indicates that both of two results hold. First, the probability of

accepting the null hypothesis of no Granger-causality is less than 5 percent. (More

properly, the probability of rejecting the null is higher than 95 percent.) At the same time,

the thick arrow means that the difference between the probabilities of accepting the null

hypothesis is at least of 50 percentage points. In other words, the difference in probability

values (P-values) is at least 0.50, so we are very confident that Granger-causality only

12Schmukler(1996)performsother erogeneity tests, which incorporatecointegratingvectors in
the estimation.Thoseresultsare very similarto the onesreportedhere.
13Since the Granger-causalitytest can be very sensitiveto the choice of lag length, different
specificationshave been tried, withoutsubstantiallychangingthe results. Only one specification
is displayedhere.
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goes in one direction, because we accept and reject tie null hypotheses strongly. The thin

arrow means that the probability of accepting the null hypothesis is less than 5 percent,

and that the difference between probabilities is greater than 10 and less than 50

percentage points.

Having tested that causality goes from Mexico to New York, we estimate, as a

second econometric approach, a SUR/VAR. In this case, we are interested in how prices

are affected by other variables. We report only one representative SUR estimation in

Table 7. It shows the contemporaneous relationship between NAVS and prices. The

variables are in first differences, to avoid the spurious regression problem and to use

Normal limiting distributions. The estimates are calculated by nonlinear least squares,

imposing constraints for equal coefficients, but allowing for different constants. The

dependent variables are the country fund prices. The independent variables are the fund

NAVS, the Mexican exchange rate, the international interest rate, and the dummy for

political stability. Under the assumption that the constraints are not too restrictive, the

SUR estimation enhances efficiency.

The regression output shows that NAVS are significant in explaining changes in

prices, confirming the results obtained with the Granger-causality tests. We also include

lagged prices, since we found Granger-causality within prices. In this sense the regression

displayed in Table 7 is a VAR, with other exogenous variables. The exchange rate is

statistically significant and of the right sign. A drop in the value of the peso is reflected as
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a fall in the value of the underlying assets in terms of dollars. The dummy variable that

reflects political stability is also of the right sign, and significant.

The international interest rate is expected to have a negative effect. since a drop in

the international interest rate results in an increase in demands and prices for many assets,

including Mexican country funds. The regression yields the right sign. although the

variable does not turn out to be significant. A negative coefficient for the interest rate

agrees with other studies of foreign investor demand in emerging markets more generally,

such as Calve, Leiderman and Reinhart (1993). Chuhan, Claessens and Mamingi (1994),

Dooley et al. (1994), Fernandez-Arias (1994). Frankel and Okongwu (1996). and

Schadler et al. (1993).

IV.Summaryof Conclusions

In the present paper we use the three Mexican country funds to show evidence that

local and foreign investors had divergent expectations during the Mexican crisis of

December 1994. The asymmetric information hypothesis was suggested in the aftermath

of the crisis, implying thatMexicaninvestorsreactedbeforeinternationalinvestorsto

newsabouttheMexicaneconomy.Thisstatementcanbeinterpretedintwoways:either

domesticandinternational”investorsreceivedtwodifferentsetsofinformation,orthe

localinvestorsweremorealertandsensitivetopotentialwarningsignals.



More generally, we incorporate severai elements from the literature on country

funds into a new picture of how these funds behave. Even though indirect arbitrage may

exist, it faces several obstacles. We suggest that the nature of these barriers may explain

mean reversion, or different reactions of country fund discounts in the short run and in the

long run. k the short run, discounts may be large due to market iiliquidity or because of

increased obstacles to arbitrage. In the long run, they tend to narrow. This hypothesis

complements existing models such as the investor-sentiments and the loss-aversion

interpretations.

On the empirical side. Section H showed that although a change in a NAV is fully

transmitted to the country fund’s price in the long run, it is only partially transmitted in

the short run. It also showed that the rates of adjustment towards the long-run

relationship, estimated by error-correction models, are around 0.15 per week, depending

on the case. They imply that 5070of the adjustment takes place in around 3 to 5 weeks. A

similar estimate was found for the adjustment of discounts, towards their long-run

relationship with the exchange rate. A slow rate of convergence plus the divergent

expectations hypothesis suggests a reconciliation between the investor sentiment

hypothesis and the loss-aversion one.

simple

Section III provided support for the asymmetric expectations hypothesis. The most

and immediate proof of heterogeneous expectations is in Figures 1-3, which show
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that NAVS fell first or faster relative to prices right before the devaluation. Granger-

causality tests, a SUWAR confirm that observation more generally.

Several extensions of this work are desirable. First, the results could be enriched

by a larger data set covering more countries, as well as by higher frequency data, if the

data can be obtained. Second, there is a need for valid instrumental variables to cope with

potential endogeneity. Third, a theoretical model needs to be constructed to explore

further some of the ideas expressed in this paper.
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Appendix1: Closed-endCountryFunds

The three closed-end funds used are:

Emerging Mexico Fund (MEF)

Mexico Equity & Income (MXE)

Mexican Fund (MXF)

Net Asset Values (NAVS) are calculated at the local market close in U.S. dollars.

Prices are recorded on the day the NAVS were calculated, usually Fridays.
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Appendix2: Descriptionof VariablesandData~4

Country-Funds data have been provided kindly by R. Todd Smith of the International

Monetary Fund, Research Department and by Don Cassidy of Lipper Analytical Services.

Exchange rate data and Treasury bill rates data have been obtained from Data Stream.

The data have weekly frequency and go from 1/5/90 to 3/8/96.

Variables:

- mefnavl, mefpricel, mefdisc, mxenavl, mxepricel, mxedisc, @avl, m~pricel, wfdisc;

Correspond to the Mexican country funds described in Appendix 1. For each country

fund, its NAV, price and discount are available. NAVS and prices are all expressed in

logarithms, while discounts are differences of logarithms.

- dpolstab: Qualitative variable that reflects political stability in Mexico. Contains 1s

when President Zedillo was elected and when the NAFTA agreement was approved.

Contains -1s when disturbing political events arose in Mexico, i.e. in Colosio and Ruiz-

Massieu assassinations, under the Chiapas uprising and when the peso devalued. Contains

0s otherwise.

- dumexdev: Is a dummy variable, with 1 for the six months after the Mexican devaluation

and Ootherwise.

- mexerl: Mexican exchange rate in logarithms. Equals the log of the amount of dollars

per peso.

- tbilllml: One-month Treasury bill rate in logarithms.

14All the model have been estimated using the statistical packages Econometric Views
and TSP.
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Table 1:
Unit Root Teets on Mexicen Country Funds
SamplePertti: 1/S90- 3/W

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

b) Unit Root Tests for Mexicen Discounts.

MEFDISCL: T-Stat P-value Num.lags
(23eobs.) Wtd.Sym. -2.47 0.31 7

Dickey-F -2.23 0.47 7
Phillips -32.96 “0.00 7

MXEDISCL: T-Stat P-value Num.lags
(23sObs.) Wtd.Sym. -2.50 0.29 3

Dickey-F -2.27 0.45 3
Phillips -18.48 0.10 3

MXFDISCL. T-Stat P-value Num.lags
(313Obs.) Wtd.Sym. -2.62 0.23 6

Dickey-F -3.11 0.10 6
Phillips 49.66 “0.00 6

Thefollowing three groups control for the
exogenous variabka DAMEXDEV and DPOLSTAB.

a) Unit Root Testa for Mexicen NAVa and Prices.

MEFNAVL:
(23sobs.)

MXENAVL:
(23eC4n)

MXFNAVL:
(313Obs.)

MEFPRICEL:
(23sas.)

MXEPR/CEL:
(230Obs)

MXFPRICEL:
(3130bs)

T-stat
-1.97
-2.07
-6.22

P-value
0.67
0.57
0.73

Num.lag:
3
3
3

Wtd.Sym.
Dickey-F
Phillips

Wtd.Sym.
Dickey-F
Phllllps

Wtd.Sym.
Dickey-F
Phillips

Wtd.Sym.
Dickey-F
Ph!llips

Wtd.Sym.
Dickey-F
Phtllips

Wtd.Sym.

I

T-Stat
-1.97
-2.07
-6.22

P-value
0.67
0.57
0.73

Num,lag:
3
3
3

I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

T-Stat
-1.65
-1.64
-5.21

P-value
0.64
0.69
0.61

Num.lag:
4
4
4

T-Stat
-0.96
-1,60
4.24

P-value
0.96
0.79
0.67

Num.lag!
2
2
2

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

MEFDISCL:
(23aObs.) Wtd.Sym.

Dickey-F
Phillips

MXEDISCL:
(23eobs) Wtd.Sym.

Dickey-F
Phillips

MXFDISCL:
(3130bs.) Wtd.Sym.

Dickey-F
Phillips

T-Stat P-value Num.lags
-3.23 ‘0.04 7
-3.15 0.09 7

-67.16*”1.45D-06 7

T-Stat P-value Num.lags
-3.43 “0.02 3
-3.26 0.07 3

-43.57 “0.00 3

T-Stat P-value Num.lags
-3.09 0.07 6
-3.60 ‘0.02 6

-77.57**1.45D-07 6

T-Stat
-1.33
-1.05
-3.33

P-value
0.93
0.94
0.92

Num.lag:
2
2
2

T-Stat
-1.37

P-value
0.92

Num.lag:
2

I
I
I
I
I

Dickey-F
Phillips

-1.35 0.67 2
4.69 0.63 2

UnitRootTestsConsistof WeightedSymmetric,AugmentedDickey-FullerandPhillips-PerronTests

NAVS: U.S.dollarpriceof underlyingcountryfundassets.
Price: U.S.dollarpriceof countryfundin NewYorkCity.
Discount: ln(NAVPrice).

●(**)Denotesrejectionsof thehypothesisat 5%(l%) significancelevel
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Table2:

CointegrationTests BetweenMexicanFund Pricesand NAVS
SamplePeriod:1/5/90- 3/8/96
Dependentvariable: MEFPRICEL

Engle-Granger(tau) tests Johansen(trace) tests
NumlagfOpt:8 NumlagsOpt:2
alpha 0.91 ~igvall 0.03
TestStat -2.21 Eigva12 0.00
P-value 0.42 HO:r=O 8.12
Const 0.34 P-val- 0.61
t(Const) 8.83 HO:r<=l 0.59
Numobs 227.00 P-val- 0.74
LogLike 360.53 Numobs 233.00
AIC -3.10 LogLike 733.90
Varres 0.00 AIC -6.18

Cointegratingvect MEFPRI(MEFNAVL
1 -0.9477

Dependentvariable: MXEPRICEL

Engle-Granger(tau) tests Johansen(trace) tests
NumIagfOpt:5 Num Opt:l
alpha 0.97 Eigvall 0.02
TestStat -1.45 Eigva12 0.01
P-value 0.78 HO:r=O 7.37
Const 1.46 P-val- 0.68
t(Const) 21.36 HO:re=l 1.89
Numobs 230.00 P-val- 0.58
LogLike 390.41 Num 234.00
AIC -3.34 LogLike 762.20
Varres 0.00 AIC -6.43

Cointegratingvect MXEPRl~MXENAVL
1 -0.5868

Dependentvariable: MXFPRICEL

Eng/e-Granger(tau) tests Johansen(trace) tests
NumIagfOpt:6 Num opt:2
alpha 0.91 Eigvall 0.06
TestStat -2.58 Eigva12 0.01
P-value 0.25 HO:r=O 22.02
Const 0.16 P-val- “0.01
t(Const) 3.94 HO:r<=l 3.90
Numobs 306.00 P-val- 0.30
LogLike 527.15 Num 310.00
AIC -3.40 LogLike 1054.7
Varres 0.00 AIC -6.71

Cointegratingvect MXFPRI(MXFNAVL
1 -0.9906

*(**)Denotesrejectionsof thehypothesisat 5%(l%) significancelevel
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Table 3:
Tests of HO:Cointegrating Vector between Prices and NAVS = [1, -1]*

Sample Period: 1/5/90 - 3/6/96

Equation1: MEFPRICEL

c
MEFNAVL
DMEFNAVL(+2)
DMEFNAVL(+l)
DMEFNAVL
DMEFNAVL(-1)
DMEFNAVL(-2)

CoefficientT-statistic CorrectedT-statistic
0.28 6.85 Ho:coeff.of MEFNAVL= 1
0.90 61.35 T(Stock-Watson)= -1.58
-0.07 -0.55
0.10 0.74
-0.05 -0.36
-0.14 -1.07
-0.07 -0.51

Numberof obsewations: 216
AdjustedR-squared 0.95 Std.errorof regression 0.09

Equation2: MXEPRICEL —

CoefficientT-statistic
c 1.43 19.03 CorrectedT-statistic
MXENAVL 0.48 17.73 Ho:coeff.of MXENAVL= 1
DMXENAVL(+2) -0.41 -1.68 T(Stock-Watson)= -2.27
DMXENAVL(+l) -0.39 -1.52
DMXENAVL -0.13 -0.52
DMXENAVL(-1) -0.10 -0.42
DMXENAVL(-2) 0.04 0.15

Numberof observations: 216
AdjustedR-squared 0.95 Std.errorof regression 0.09

Equation3: MXFPRICEL ——

c
MXFNAVL
DMXFNAVL(+2)
DMXFNAVL(+l)
DMXFNAVL
DMXFNAVL(-1)
DMXFNAVL(-2)

CoefficientT-statistic
0.11 2.55 CorrectedT-statistic
0.95 65.50 Ho:coeff.of MXFNAVL= 1
-0.10 -0.97 T(Stock-Watson)= -0.91
0.17 1.65
-0.09 -0.87
-0.22 -2.23
-0.23 -2.28

Numberof observations: 270
AdjustedR-squared 0.94 Std.errorof regression 0.08

● The corrected T-statistics are calculated ina secondstage,usingtheadjustment
suggested,amongothers,byStockandWatson(1993).
ThecorrectedT-statisticshouldbecomparedwiththecriticalvaluesfroma N(O,l).
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CoefficientT-Statistic

c(1) 0.23 7.17
MEFNAVL 0.91 77.73
C(I 1) 0.21 3.68
MXENAVL 0.92 44.56
C(21) 0.16 4.40
MXFNAVL 0.93 78.96

Table 4:
Error Correction Model for MexicanFundPrices
Estimatedby IterativeSeeminglyUnrelatedRegression

Engl*Granger Two Step Estimator.
SamplePeriod:1/5/90- 3/8/96

Equat}on1:MEFPRICEL
Observations: 237 S.E.of regression
AdjustedR-squared 0.941 Durbin-Watsonstat

Equation2: MXEPRICEL
Observations: 234 S.E.of regression
AdjustedR-squared 0.84 Durbin-Watsonstat

Equation3: MXFPRICEL
Observations: 314 S.E.of regression
AdjustedR-squared 0.94 Durbin-Watsonstat

0.10
0.29

0.11
0.18

0.06
0.35

c(1)
RESID1(-1)
D(MEFPRICEL(-l))(EQ.1)
D(MEFPRICEL(-2))(EQ.1)
D(MEFNAVL(-1))(EQ.1)
D(MEFNAVL(-2))(EQ.1)
C(l 1)
D(MXEPRICEL(-I))(EQ.2)
D(MXEPRICEL(-2))(EQ.2)
D(MXENAVL(-l))(EQ.2)
D(MXENAVL(-2))(EQ.2)
C(21)
D(MXFPRICEL(-l))(EQ.3)
D(MXFPRICEL(-2))(EQ.3)
D(MXFNAVL(-l))(EQ.3)
D(MXFNAVL(-2))(EQ.3)

Equation1:D(MEFPRICEL)
Observations: 228
AdjustedR-squared 0.05

CoefficientT-Statistic

0.00 -0.32
-o./5 -4.68
-0.25 -4.04
-0.17 -2.62
0.33 4.21
0.22 2.77
0.00 0.32
-0.18 -2.62
-0.02 -0.30
0.36 3.85
0.05 0.59
0.00 0.32
-0.08 -1.22
-0.02 -0.32
0.07 0.97
0.15 2.25

S.E.of regression
Durbin-Watsonstat

Equation2:D(MXEPRICEL)
Observations: 221 S.E.of regression
AdjustedR-squared 0.10 Durbin-Watsonstat

Equation3: D(MXFPRICEL)
Observations: 294 S.E.of regression
AdjustedR-squared 0.04 Durbin-Watsonstat

0.06
1.75

0.06
2.02

0.06
1.85
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Table 5:
ErrorCorrectionModel for Mexican Fund Discounts
Estimated by Iterative Seemingly Unrelated Regression

EngbGrenger Two Step Estimator
SamplePeriod:115190-3/6/96

Estimation Method: Seemingly UnrelatedRegression

Coeffiaent T-Statistic-. -— .-C(l)
DMEXERL(EQ.1)
DAMEXDEV
C(n)
DMEXERL(EQ.2)
C(21)
DMEXERL(EQ.3)

Equation1:MEFDISCL
Observations:
AdjustedR-squared

Equation2: MXEDISCL
Observations:
AdjustedR-squared

Equation3: MXFDISCL
Observations:
AdjustedR-squared

2.55
39.09
-21.76
3.64

-23.77
7.79
1.59

237
0.53

234
0.51

314
0.37

5.16
1.91

-18.46
7.52
-1.16
21.13
0.09

S.E.of regression
Durbin-Watsonstat

S.E.of regression
Durbin-Watsonstat

S.E.of regression
Durbin-Watsonstat

~.

Estimation Method: Seemingly Unrelated Regression

Coeffiaent T-Statistic
c(1)
RESID1(-1)
D(MEFDISCL(-1))
D(MEFDISCL(-2))
D(MEXERL(-l))(EQ.1)
D(MEXERL(-2))(EQ.1)
C(n)
RESID2(-1)
D(MXEDISCL(-1))
D(MXEDISCL(-2))

7.74 D(MEXERL(-l))(EQ.2)
0.51 D(MEXERL(-2))(EQ.2)

C(21)
RESID3(-1)

7.94 D(MXFDISCL(-1))
0.42 D(MXFDISCL(-2))

D(MEXERL(-l))(EQ.3)
D(MEXERL(-2))(EQ.3)

6.59
0.56

0.40 1.30
-9.21 -5.25
-0.28 -4.48
-0.19 -3.29

-66.28 -5.28
-12.67 -0.94

0.11 0.36
-0.13 -3.35
-0.26 -3.66
-0.06 -0.66
-16.51 -1.39
-9.00 -0.77
0.10 0.40
-9.22 -5.63
-0.20 -3.56
-0.02 -0.35

-19.57 -1.69
3.20 0.28

Equation1: D(MEFDISCL)
Observations: 225 S.E.of regression
AdjustedR-squared 0.23 Durbin-Watsonstat

Equation2: D(MXEDISCL)
Obsewations: 216 S.E.of regression
AdjustedR-squared 0.11 Durbin-Watsonstat

Equation3: D(MXFDISCL)
Obsewations: 286 S.E.of regression
AdjustedR-squared 0.16 Durbin-Watsonstat

4.87
1.69

4.50
1.99

4.42717
2.027928
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Table 6: Pairwise Granger Causality Tests
Between First Difference of Mexican Fund Prices and NAVS(2 lags)

SamplePeriod:1/5/90- 3/8/96

NullHypothesis

DMXEPRICELdoesnotGrangerCauseDMEFNAVL
DMEFNAVLdoesnotGrangerCauseDMXEPRICEL

DMXEPRICELdoesnotGrangerCauseDMEFPRICEL
DMEFPRICELdoesnotGrangerCauseDMXEPRICEL

DMXFPRICELdoesnot GrangerCauseDMEFPRICEL
DMEFPRICELdoesnotGrangerCauseDMXFPRICEL

DMXEPRICELdoesnot GrangerCauseDMXENAVL
DMXENAVLdoesnotGrangerCauseDMXEPRICEL

DMXFNAVLdoesnotGrangerCauseDMXENAVL
DMXENAVLdoesnotGrangerCauseDMXFNAVL

DMXFNAVLdoesnotGrangerCauseDMXEPRICEL
DMXEPRICELdoesnotGrangerCauseDMXFNAVL

DMXFPRICELdoesnot GrangerCauseDMXEPRICEL
DMXEPRICELdoesnotGrangerCauseDMXFPRICEL

Obs

225

281

281

216

186

254

288

F-St.

0.12
11.13

0.20
17.42

4.88
0.75

0.38
11.71

7.99
1.94

14.52
1.53

17.70
1.85

Prob.

0.89
0.00

0.82
0.00

0.01
0.47

0.69
0.00

0.00
0.15

0.00
0.22

0.00
0.16
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Table 7:
IterativeSeemingly Unrelated Regression
Convergence achieved after 6 iterations

Sample Period:1/5/90 - 3/8/96

Coefficient T-Statistic

C(EQ.1)
C(EQ.2)
C(EQ.3)
DMEFNAVL
DMXENAVL
DMXFNAVL
DMEXERL
DTBILLI ML
DPOLSTAB
DMEFPRICEL(-1)
DMXEPRICEL(-1)
DMXFPRICEL(-1)
DMEFPRICEL(-2)
DMXEPRICEL(-2)
DMXFPRICEL(-2)

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.34
0.19
0.35
0.32
-0.04
0.03
0.14
-0.17
-0.14
0.00
-0.06
0.05

Equation 1: DMEFPRICEL
Observations: 205
Adjusted R-squared 0.28

Equation 2: DMXEPRICEL
Observations: 205
Adjusted R-squared 0.49

Equation 3: DMXFNAVL
Observations: 205
Adjusted R-squared 0.37

0.03
0.49
0.47
2.83
1.84
3.83
2.35
-1.22
2.32
2.05
-2.51
-1.84
0.04
-0.93
0.67

S.E. of regression
Durbin-Watson stat

S.E. of regression
Durbin-Watson stat

S.E. of regression
Durbin-Watson stat

0.05
2.29

0.04
1.95

0.05
2.16
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